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Welcome to Hotel Ponta Delgada
Its privileged location in the historic center, 15 minutes from the airport
Our Story
Hotel Ponta Delgada was one of the first hotels of the Azores. Recently remodeled and filled with personality, our space is suited for business and leisure travels. Guests can easily walk to the iconic city spots and downtown area, with shops, museums, restaurants, and bars. Take time to enjoy the heated swimming pool and spa facilities, bar with terrace, restaurant and its wine collection, and the city views from our balconies. We happily welcome you! Enjoy your stay with us with all comfort and security.
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Our Rooms
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[image: Lagoa_azul_Sete_Cidades_17e649eb24.jpg]Explore São Miguel Island
Azorean colors, aromas and taste will be kept in your memories. São Miguel is a beautiful and diverse island. Here are some suggestions from our staff.
Suggestions from our staff
- Picnic at Sete Cidades: Ask for our take-away picnic boxes and set the perfect scenario next to our most legendary and beautiful lakes
- Cozido das Furnas: Boiled underground, this is a popular gastronomic experience of our culture
- Walking around Furnas Lake: We suggest you take all this in, walking this light and beautiful trail
- Boat Tour during sunset: The blue from the ocean and the orange from the sky bring peace to every heart
- Tea Plantations: Walk in the midst of the oldest tea plantations in Europe and get to know (and taste!) its history
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+351 296 206 004Call cost to the national fixed network

reservas@hotelpdl.com
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